STEP 1. STANCE
The body can be divided into 2 parts the upper body from the hips up and the lower body from
the hips down. The upper part of the body must maintain consistent position from shot to shot
and must not change position as you change distance or shoot on uneven ground such as in
field archery or clout.
The stance is the foundation of the shot and the stable platform
for the upper part of the body. The upper part of the body must be
able to change orientation (upper body angle) using the pelvis
when changing distances or shooting on uneven ground. Moving
at the hips which will allow the entire upper body to change
orientation while maintaining alignment and ensuring the spine
remains straight at all times.
The stance must be a consistent, repeatable and comfortable.
The stance should be such to ensure there is no twisting action of
the body when coming to full draw. Any sideway twisting of the
hips creates unnecessary tension particularly in the legs which is
undesirable. Ideally heels should be positioned just wider then the
hips with the toes turned outwards to assist with balance, by
varying the position of the feet can change balance.
At full draw the body’s weight should be evenly distributed on
both feet with 60%-70% of body weight taken on the balls of the
feet and 30%-40% on the heels.
The spine must be straight, if a line was drawn down the centre of
the body this line should pass down the neck and spine, through
the centre of the pelvis, this position should be maintained
throughout the entire shot sequence.

SQUARE STANCE
New archers usually start archery using the square stance. It
is easy to achieve and requires the student to have feet, hips
and shoulders square to the target. This stance also allows
almost no additional tension in the leg muscles.

OPEN STANCE
This has become the most popular stance with the more experienced
archers. The open stance has the rear foot positioned in front of the
centre line to the target, which opens the body to the target. Care should
be taken by the archer to not rotate their hips toward the target when
drawing as this rotation will create additional tension in the lower body
which will lead to fatigue.
The angle of the stance is a personal preference but should be
somewhere between 0o to 15o of the target center-line (greater for some
people), the angle depends on the archers preference and comfort
levels.
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What is important is that the feet and pelvis must remain in a constant position until the
completion of the shot/s. Many people consider the open stance provides greater stability
when shooting
Remember
At full draw the body’s weight should be evenly distributed on both feet with 60%-70% of
body weight taken on the balls of the feet and 30%-40% on the heels. The spine must be
straight. If a line was drawn down the centre of the body this line should pass down the neck
and spine, through the centre of the pelvis. This position should be maintained throughout the
entire
shot sequence.

BODY WEIGHT
It is imperative that the archer stands upright with their body weight evenly distributed on both
feet when at full draw. It is common for people to transfer their body weight to their back foot
as they draw the bow; this is particularly common if the person is using a bow which is “too
heavy” for them in draw weight or if they are using a compound bow the “draw length” of the
bow is too long.
At full draw this will result in poor alignment, high bow shoulder and the unnecessary and
excessive use of muscles to control the body. It will also affect the position of the bow arm
elbow and hand position on the bow. High bow shoulder and poor alignment results in the
unnecessary and excessive use of muscles; which creates fatigue, progressively affecting
shooting form and the score, long term it can lead to injury.
To overcome this problem, consider:
1)

Changing the draw weight of the bow to a lighter draw weight or in the case of a
compound bow shortening the draw length.

2)

During the draw the natural tendency is to transfer the bodies weight to the back foot,
resulting in an uneven distribution of body weight.

To overcome this, at “predraw”, transfer 70%
to 80% of body weight on to the front foot
which will result in an even distribution of body
weight when full draw is achieved.
It is acceptable if there is a small amount of
forward body lean (toward the target) but there
should never be any backward lean of the
body.
Knees should be fully extended, not bent, as
this would result in loss of stability, the
muscles at the back of the legs should be
tightened, do not lock the legs, unnecessary
muscle use creates fatigue. Stand upright and
at ease, but do not attempt to stand with a
straight back. The spine has a natural curve
and this should be maintained during draw
and hold. Later we will discuss the subject of
the “Chest down” technique.
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FOOTWEAR and GROUND CONDITIONS
Always wear footwear with heels to assist in transferring the majority of the body weight
forward on the feet. The footwear should also have firm flat soles and ideally ankle support
e.g. work or hiking boots. Casual shoes or joggers have low heels, usually soft flexible soles
and usually no ankle support and although popular are not recommended.
Always check the lay of the ground, ideally always stand on flat ground, uneven ground can
change the standing position which will affect the upper body and weight distribution, this
point needs to be considered when shooting on uneven ground such as in field archery.

STEP 2. NOCKING THE ARROW
The archer should develop a smooth, uncomplicated process for placing the arrow on the
string.

This step should be used as the starting step
of the shot sequence; usually a person does
not move their stance from shot to shot during
an end. In Match Play and in particular Team
Match Play where time limits are very tight,
having a complicated process for nocking the
arrow is stressful and wastes time.
Many people adopt a method that is slow and
complicated that proves to be detrimental
particularly to time sensitive events such as
Match Play and Match Play Team events. It is
common to see people take as much as 5 to 8
second (and sometimes longer) to load the
release device onto the string.

STEP 3. THE DRAWING HAND
SHOOTING WITH FINGERS
Take a deep hook with the drawing fingers; ideally when at full
draw the fingers should be in or just behind the first joints of
the three fingers. As the middle finger is usually longer than
the other two fingers, the string should sit further behind the
middle finger.
To commence, place the string on the three fingers between
the first and second joints usually toward the second joint and
take a deep hook, the fingers should be hooked and pointing
back toward the archer.
Keep the hand relaxed, the knuckles on the back of the hand
must be flat, if not, this will cause the hand to form a cup and create unnecessary muscular
tension.
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As tension is taken on the string, the string will roll forward
settling itself in or just behind the first finger joints. As tension
is taken ensure the wrist and forearm are straight and there
is a straight line from the elbow to the fingers.
As the middle finger is usually longer than the top and bottom
fingers, the string should sit behind the first joint in the middle
finger and in or behind the other two fingers. Avoid allowing
the string to sit on the tips of the fingers this will cause
calluses and will create soreness in the fingers.

The finger tips are very sensitive and are designed for touch. The brain can sense any
movement or pressure on the finger tips which can lead to anticipation of the release. Ideally
the middle finger should take about 50% of the overall pressure of the string, the top or index
finger takes 30 to 40% with the third or lower finger taking only 10% to 20%.

Finger Separator
Finger Separators are recommended for everyone, as the name implies they separate the
first two fingers apart to ensure consistent nock clearance when at full draw, without a
separator you can not be consistent with your finger spacing. Ensure the spacer is thick
enough to prevent any touching but not too thick to load additional pressure on the fingers.

Thumb and Little Finger
What to do with your thumb and little finger? In the past it was common to touch the tip of the
thumb and little finger into the palm of the hand until they touch. To do this creates a lot of
tension in the hand and wrist. Ideally the little finger should be relaxed and slightly hooked the
same as the other three fingers. The thumb should be positioned straight and beside the first
finger and used to anchor under the jaw. Positioned in this way the thumb and little finger are
relaxed and create no tension in the hand or wrist.

STEP 4. BOW HAND, BOW ARM and PREDRAW
BOW HAND
The hand is placed on the bow handle so pressure is along the
Thenar Eminence – otherwise known as the thumb muscle.
Ideally all fingers should be relaxed, slightly curled over in a
natural position, not tucked in or curled around gripping the bow
and not held straight.
Straight fingers increases tension in the hand, and the
temptation to grab the bow upon release.
The bow hand should be positioned directly behind the
centreline of the bow. Place hand on the bow grip so the
pressure point is as high as possible into the pivot point of the
bow.
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The thumb should be relaxed
and point toward the target

Fingers should be relaxed and
slightly curled

Fingers should sit at 45 degree
angle

Preparation Position
Once the fingers have been positioned on the bowstring and the bow hand positioned on the
bow, a slight tension is taken up on the string. You then begin to focus for the shot and relax
in preparation for the shot. This is known as the preparation position. You should stand with
your head held upright directly over your spine. The head is turned to look directly at the
target, drop your chest and shoulders in preparation for the draw. Use the preparation
position to begin to focus mentally and ready yourself for the shot you are about to take.

Focus and Concentration
At the Preparation Position Stage use this time
to “Switch On” and focus, to do this clear your
mind and focus on the target. Being able to
switch on and focus is important as it narrows
the archer’s concentration removing external
distractions and allows you to only think of the
task at hand.
This must not be confused with the narrowing of
your focus at the aiming step, which comes
much later in the process.
During the shooting sequence you should maintain a focus on the target while also being
aware of each step of the drawing / shooting process.

Predraw Bow Arm and Bow Shoulder
Raise the bow arm and drawing arm together above shoulder level ideally around eye level.
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This lowers the bow shoulder into a natural position Take a deep breath while raising the bow
into the Predraw position. The drawing hand should be relaxed with the back of the hand flat
with the back of the hand, wrist and forearm in a straight line behind the line of the arrow.
The bow arm should be straight and pointed toward the target. You can also transfer 60% to
70% of your body weight onto your front foot; this enables you to transfer your body weight
evenly on both feet as you draw the bow.
At “FULL DRAW” the archer should be standing upright
with body weight evenly distributed on both feet. There
should be between 60% to 70% of body weight toward
the front of each foot and only 40% to 30% on your heels.
If there is a backward lean to the body this may indicate,
the bow may be too heavy in
draw weight or in the case of a compound bow the draw
length is too long, although the most common cause is
the tendency to transfer the body weight onto the back
foot upon drawing the bow to overcome this issue:

It is vitally important that the bow arm elbow is straight and not rotated put toward the path of
the string. The position of the bow hand, bow elbow and bow shoulder are all linked. The
position of the bow hand directly effects the position of the elbow. As mentioned on page 13
the radius and ulna should be straight as these aligns the elbow and shoulder and gives need
for only minimum muscle use. As the forearm is flat and rotated in away from the string this
gives good string clearance.
If the bow hand is not positioned correctly this will force the forearm to rotate into the path of
the string the resulting effect would be poor bone alignment in the arm. The forearm bones
(radius and ulna) would be twisted causing the elbow to be out of alignment resulting in the
need to use muscles to control the elbow.
The shoulder joint will also be out of alignment as the upper arm bone (humerus) will be
forced out of alignment resulting in the unnecessary need to use muscles to control the
shoulder.

STEP 5. DRAWING THE BOW
BOW SHOULDER
It is imperative that the bow shoulder remains
low throughout the draw and the bow arm
extends towards the target.

DRAW
To utilise the benefits of “biomechanics” and
ensure the minimum use of muscles to draw and
hold the bow, the bow hand and drawing hand
should be raised to around mouth/nose/eye level
in the Predraw stage.
By raising the bow hand and drawing hand
above shoulder level into a high Predraw
position this lowers the bow shoulder into the
correct position with the “collar bone” sitting onto
the ribs and sets up the rest of the body for the
draw and shooting process.
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The draw is then achieved by drawing back
the string and rotating the drawing shoulder
back and around into the anchor position while
at the same time ensuring the bow shoulder is
kept low and the bow arm is extended toward
the target.
The draw must finish with bow hand, drawing
hand, arrow and draw arm elbow in line
behind each other.
It is imperative that during the drawing process
as the drawing arm moves back toward the
anchor position, the bow arm shoulder is kept
down and the bow hand extended toward the
target through the pivot point of the bow.
The string should be drawn back to the head,
never move the head to the string.
Once the drawing action has commenced,
most of the work must be done by the muscles
in the back and shoulders, with very little
tension remaining in the biceps and forearm.
The draw must be along as straight a line as is
physically possible, drawing back close to the
bow shoulder, finishing with bow and hand,
arrow and draw arm elbow in line behind each
other.

ROTATION OF DRAWING SHOULDER
It is imperative that the archer understands and develops the
process not using their drawing arm biceps and triceps to draw the
bow but to draw by rotating their drawing shoulder; this ensures
the arm muscles are totally relaxed throughout the entire process
of drawing, holding and release.
Never stop and restart the drawing process, continue to pull
throughout the entire draw, hold and release process. If the pulling
process is stopped it will require the use of other muscles to
continue the pull / push process to get through the clicker and
activate the shot.
The drawing shoulder must remain low throughout the entire draw
/shooting process while maintaining the forward extension toward
the target through the pivot point of the bow.
The bow shoulder should be pushed in toward the arrow, never
rotate shoulder toward the arrow.
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BREATHING
At the commencement of the draw, take in a deep breath, as the bow is being drawn slowly
breathe out so at full draw the lungs are at about 1/3 capacity.
Hold this breath during the hold, expansion, aiming, release process, this will ensure you are
relaxed, your lungs are not over expanded at full draw and you have achieved a natural state,
hold the breath until the follow through.
Having your lungs at 1/3 capacity allows you to naturally settle assisting in the aiming
process.

STEP 6. ALIGNMENT and ANCHOR
ALIGNMENT
At full draw the elbow joint of the
drawing arm should be in line with the
nock of the arrow and the pivot point of
the Bow
The back of the drawing hand must be flat,
three fingers in contact with the string, the
bow shoulder down, the bow arm straight
with the elbow rotated away from the
bowstring and extending through the pivot
point toward the target.

Stance
Stand upright with weight evenly distributed on both feet, it is acceptable if there is more
pressure on the front foot than the back foot, but NEVER more pressure on the back foot.
The spine should be straight and the head directly over their spine. There should be 60% to
70% of their body weight distributed forward on the balls of their feet and 40% to 30% on their
heels.
It is common for archers to have shooting
technique that transfers the majority of the
body weight onto their heels. This will cause
the lower back to be arched backwards,
causing a hollow back and moving the centre
of balance behind the archer.
Ideally the body’s centre of balance should be
below the archer’s spine toward the front
of their body. By not standing upright and
keeping the spine straight, long term this can
cause injuries as well as affect the archer’s
development.
This is also called the ‘Chest Down” technique. This is an excellent technique and not only
helps to assist with stance but also assists to 



Bring the bow shoulder closer to the arrow at full draw
Bring the drawing hand into a more vertical position without the need to force any
rotation of the forearm and hand
Assist with bringing the drawing elbow into alignment with the drawing hand and bow
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The “Chest Down” technique uses the abdominal muscles to pull the chest down to the hips.
Not to be confused with sucking the stomach in, rather, just flexing the abdominal muscles.
This technique also helps to straighten the lower spine.
Never bend forward at the waist thinking this is the “Chest down” technique. The lower spine
should be straight; this should not be confused with standing straight. The spine has a natural
curve as it comes from the upper body into the waist and then joins the hip. This natural curve
needs to be maintained throughout all phases of shooting.
ANCHOR
The anchor is the term used to describe the position where the drawing hand makes contact
with the face.
A consistent and repeatable anchor-point is vital as the anchor acts as a rear sight.
The best anchor position has the index finger of the drawing hand making solid and full
contact under the jaw from the second joint onwards to the palm area of the hand.
The string then makes solid contact with the chin and then lightly touches the tip of the nose.
This gives a positive anchor position
but allows the arrow to move forward
from the face without side ways face
contact created by the natural flexing
action of an arrow upon release.
It is common for a well tuned arrow to
move as much as 15 mm into the face
upon release as part of the natural
flexing action (Archers Paradox) upon
release.
A good anchor should give you three
contact points to keep a consistent anchor from shot to shot.
Note – The back of the hand should be flat, the knuckles must not be protruding
outwards (cupped hand). The wrist and forearm should be straight and relaxed.
There is a natural tendency for the drawing hand to rotate out from the body as your draw the
bow and come to anchor. The result, if the drawing hand is rotated out from the body at full
draw and the drawing hand not held in a vertical position is:




Inconsistent pressure on the fingers particularly on the bottom finger.
Increase tension in the wrist, forearm and shoulder leading to possible long
term injury.
String torque and effect the way the arrow leaves the bow.

It is ideal that the hand be as vertical as possible at full draw as this provides even tension on
the fingers, relaxes the wrist and forearm and does not cause side interference to the string
upon release. Never attempt to force the hand into a vertical position when under load; this
will further increase tension on already tense muscles.
By slightly rotating the drawing hand in towards the body at Predraw and when commencing
the draw, you will find as the hand naturally rotates during draw and when you reach full draw
the hand will be in a vertical position with no added tension in the muscles.
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STRING ALIGNMENT (STRING PICTURE)
A consistent string alignment must be maintained during aiming. String alignment is the
relationship between the blurred image of the bowstring and the bow or sight pin.
You can align the string with the bow handle, or sight pin which ever feels comfortable. You
can also change the angle of the head by changing the string alignment position.
Any variation in string alignment will show as a change in left/right arrow placement. If all is
correct and a consistent, anchor and string alignment has been obtained, the line of sight
(aiming) may be established.

VARIATIONS IN STRING ALIGNMENT

STEP 7. HOLDING, AIMING, EXPANSION
HOLDING AND EXPANSION
Previously it has been mentioned that the draw is achieved not using the drawing arm biceps
and triceps to draw the bow but to draw by rotating their drawing shoulder; this ensures the
arm muscles are totally relaxed throughout the entire process of drawing, holding, expansion
and release. If you use the biceps and triceps during the drawing, holding, expansion and
release, then a poor forward release will result. As you will be under a great amount of
muscular tension you will have difficulty in holding steady, this will result in over-aiming. Overaiming is where you over tense the muscles in an attempt to hold steady.
It is imperative that the archer never stops and restart the drawing process, continue to pull
throughout the entire draw, hold and release process. If the pulling process is stopped it will
require the use of muscles to restart and continue the pull / push process to get through the
clicker and activate the shot. If the correct drawing process is used the archer’s body
maintains resistance against the natural forces that would cause the technique to collapse.
(That is, the drawing arm wants to be pulled forward and the bow arm, wants to be pushed
back toward the archer’s body).
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The holding expansion steps should be like shooting a rifle as compared to shooting a pistol.
In the proper alignment the drawing elbow, arrow and bow hand will be a single unit,
completely in line, we try to duplicate the long barrel rifle using the body’s skeletal structure.

AIMING and EXPANSION
The aiming process starts after full draw has been achieved and the holding and expansion
stage is commenced. If the aiming process is started too early, then you become more
focused on the outcome rather than keeping the focus on maintaining a consistent technique
that must always feel the same. You now switch to a very narrow focus and all attention and
concentration should be directed to aiming.
Aiming must be done by your subconscious mind and you must remain relaxed and allow the
sight pin to float on the target staying fluid without any tension or anxiety
You must never be tempted to hold the sight pin still. This is a sign of over-aiming.
Your focus during the aiming process must be on the gold (or where you want the arrow to
go), having the sight pin as the principle point of focus will create major problems and there is
the temptation to attempt to hold the sight pin as steady as possible forcing you to over aim.
Attempting to hold the sight pin still is not necessary and in all cases will increase stress and
tension in the archer’s body.
It is almost impossible to hold the sight pin steady, there will always be movement usually
caused by breathing and heart beat, you should be aware of this and learn to simply relax and
allow the pin to float, focus on the gold (or where you want the arrow to go) and allow the
subconscious mind to take care of the aiming process.
In time, with practice and confidence the movement of the pin is reduced to the point where it
is minimal.

STEP 8. RELEASE
The release should be a continuation of the drawing process and should never be treated as
a separate step in the shooting process. The archer must develop a technique where they
release while still maintaining their focus on aiming.
It is very common for a person to aim and when ready move their entire focus to release.
When this happens as they are releasing they are no longer aiming, the focus on aiming must
not change during the release.
For recurve archers the release is achieved by relaxing the muscles in the drawing forearm,
this relaxes the drawing fingers, allowing the weight of the bow to pull the string from the
fingers. The resulting reaction being that the drawing hand moves slightly backwards.
When releasing the arrow, you must make sure the push / pull process is maintained thus
ensuring the release hand stays close to the face.
Ideally, during release the bow should move forward without any interference or side to side
(torque) pressure on the grip. The bow hand should be relaxed during release so it is
advisable to use a bow, wrist or finger sling to prevent the bow’s falling to the ground.

STEP 9. FOLLOW THROUGH
The follow through occurs after the arrow has left the bow and is travelling toward the target.
It is a perfect time to analyse the shot as the final position of the bow and bow arm will
provide instant feedback as to the set up and excitation of the shot.
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Focus should be kept on the target until the arrow has hit the target. Ideally the bow should
move forward in the hand as a natural reaction to the shot with the bow arm and bow moving
off to the left (for a right hand archer) in a natural reaction to the shot.
If it does not move in the fashion this indicates that a biomechanical technique has not been
used and the shot has been controlled by the excessive use of muscles.

Following release, the drawing hand should remain close to the face in line with where it was
when you released the arrow. This position is held until the arrow hits the target (about 2
seconds is all that is needed).

STEP 10. RELAXING and RECOVERY
After the arrow has hit the target, lower the bow arm so that the bow is across the front of the
body or with the limb tip resting on the foot, and the drawing hand is down at your side
This is the time to relax and recover
from the shot, analyse the shot and
prepare to shoot the next arrow.
This time should take longer than the
act of shooting the arrow.

Remember: You have four (4)
minutes to shoot six arrows, that’s 40
second for every arrow.
If you have shot all the arrows in less
than 3 minutes then your level of
concentration and focus will be
diminished and errors will creep into
your technique.
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